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OUTLINE

• Brief discussion/review of single molecule fluorescence
• Statistical analysis of your fluorescence data
• Where could we go from here



Single molecule studies 
come in all flavors



Why single molecules?

1. For your system, you gather a distribution as opposed to an 
ensemble average.

- gives you information about inhomogeneities in your 
system, including the “nanoenvironment”

2. No need to synchronize a system when you are measuring a time 
dependent process.

3. Can observe new effects.



Important moments in single molecule optical detection

Moerner and Kador, Phys Rev Lett. 62, 2535 (1989).

T. Hirschfield, Appl. Opt. 15, 2965 (1976).

Detected a single antibody labeled with 80-100 fluorophores

Detection of a single dopant molecules in a host 
molecular crystal at cryogenic temperatures - pentacene 
in p-terphanyl crystals.

M.Orrit and J. Bernard, Phys. Rev. Lett. 65, 2716 (1990). 

Moerner et al - absorbance
Orrit et al - fluorescence



 E. B. Shera, N. K. Seizinger, L. M. Davis, R. A. Keller and S. A. Soper, Chem. 
Phys. Lett. 174, 553 (1990).

Observed Rhodamine-6G in aqueous solution at room 
temperature using a pulsed laser
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background. We chose these weights based on a com- 

puter simulation of the expected signal. Typically, 

the signal increases slowly as the molecule ap- 

proaches the laser beam, followed by an abrupt ces- 

sation when photobleaching occurs. We therefore 

chose w( 7) as an asymmetric triangular ramp: w( 7) 

=(7+1)/k for 7=0 to k-1, and w(z)=0 other- 

wise. The quadratic form of the WQS produces nu- 

merical output that can be readily processed by a 

threshold discriminator or a peak detector to indi- 

cate the presence of a molecule. 

The WQS function is a sensitive indicator of the 

bursts of photons that occur as a molecule passes. In 

fig. 4 we have plotted values of S( t) for water, with 

and without added R6G at a concentration of 100 

fM. At this R6G concentration approximately one 

molecule per second passes through the central de- 

tection volume. (Only about once in 100 s do two or 

more dye molecules pass simultaneously.) 

The signal amplitude from individual molecules 

can be expected to vary widely depending upon the 

path of the molecule through the nonuniform 

(Gaussian) laser beam and because of statistical 

fluctuations in the small number of photons that we 
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Fig. 4. Weighted quadratic sum plots for water, with and without 

the addition of 100 fM R6G. In the upper plot, the peaks due to 

the passage of individual dye molecules are clearly evident. At 

this dye concentration approximately 1 dye molecule per second 

passes through the central detection volume. A threshold dis- 

criminator set at S(t) = 16 identities the passing of the majority 

of the individual dye molecules. 

detect. Many molecules will traverse the fringe of the 

laser beam and will produce only a weak signal. This 

effect can be reduced by injecting the sample solu- 

tion into a rapidly moving surrounding solvent sheath 

(hydrodynamic focusing) so as to confine the dye to 

a stream that is smaller in diameter than the laser 

beam (see ref. [2]). 

The data for R6G in water clearly show the oc- 

currence of strong bursts of photons that are almost 

totally absent when R6G is not added to the solu- 

tion. (Obtaining solvents totally devoid of fluores- 

cent contaminants is non-trivial since the detection 

of potential contamination at the level seen here es- 

sentially requires a single molecule detection capa- 

bility, see e.g. ref. [ 7 1. ) The rate of occurrence of the 

more intense photon bursts is consistent with the 

number of molecules per second that pass through 

the central detection volume. A “molecule detec- 

tion” threshold discriminator that monitors the 

WQS-processed data stream readily records the ma- 

jority of the dye molecules that pass through the cen- 

tral detection volume with only a small chance of false 

triggers caused by background. 

Because the distribution law for the number of 

photons emitted by a dye molecule before photo- 

bleaching is a decreasing exponential, some fraction 

of molecules will bleach after only a few excitations; 

these molecules may escape detection. Decreasing the 

discrimination threshold improves the chances of 

detecting dim molecules at the price of a higher false 

rate from statistical fluctuations of the background. 

At a detection efficiency of 70% (of molecules pass- 

ing through the central detection volume) our false 

background rate is less than 0.0 1 per second, and in- 

creases to 0.02 per second when the threshold is low- 

ered to increase the detection efficiency to 85%. If 

we use a simple sliding-sum filter in place the WQS 

the error rate is approximately five times higher. 

For comparison with the water data, the lower part 

of fig. 5 shows S(t) for a data stream taken with 100 

fM R6G in ethanol. Clearly, ethanol produces a much 

stronger signal than water. Under the conditions of 

our experiment, we typically detect bursts of lo- 15 

photons from R6G in water, whereas from R6G in 

ethanol we observe bursts totalling 80-l 20 photons 

per passing molecule. The more intense bursts seen 

from R6G in ethanol can be attributed to higher 

quantum yield and much greater photostability [ 51 
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Important moments in single molecule optical detection



Single molecule fluorescence



Single molecule fluorescence

The rate and number 
of photons emitted 
by a fluorophore is 
limited.



How to make single molecule fluorescence possible

• Bright (high quantum efficiency) dyes
- Alexa 488 dye.

• High efficiency optics (objectives, filters, lenses) - remove Raman 
scattering and scattered excitation light

- Nikon optics, Chroma filters.
- High numerical aperture objectives collect a significant number of the 

emitted photons.
• Minimal detection volume (Background photons are a function of the 

detection volume)
- Confocal microscopy

• High-efficiency, low background fluorescence detection
- APD single photon counting module.



Your experimental setup



Your experimental setup

Detector



Experimental time trace

time

Photon
Count

0

1

What affects the frequency of photon counts?

2. How often a fluorophore absorbs and emits a photons.

4. Background - “Dark counts” from detection device, light from the 
rooom, scattered light.

1. How often a fluorophore enters the confocal volume.

3. How often a fluorophore exits the confocal volume.



We assume these are Poisson processes

Random independent process - the occurrence of one event has no 
effect on the occurrence of another.

- N events are detected in measurement time 
interval dT.
- The expected rate of a Poisson process is μ.  

How can you tell whether a process is Poissonian?

Measure N/dT again and again.  
Does the rate of occurrence change?



The time scale is important

Soccer game analogy redux:

EVENT = soccer ball 
crosses the center line

Time (s)

1
Events

Appears Poissonian if you 
look long enough.



The time scale is important

No longer appears 
Poissonian when you 
reach half-time or the end 
of a game.

Time (min)

Events

1
2

Soccer game analogy redux:
How often does the ball 
cross the center line?



The time scale is important

Time (hours)

Events

100

Soccer game analogy redux:
How often does the ball 
cross the center line?

Events



The time scale is important

No longer appears 
Poissonian when you 
change seasons.

Time (days)

Events

100

Soccer game analogy redux:
How often does the ball 
cross the center line?

Events



The time scale is important

Time (years)

Events

9000

Soccer game analogy redux:
How often does the ball 
cross the center line?

Events

No longer appears 
Poissonian when you the 
zombies take over.



Time (years)

Events

9000
Events

What is the probability of a 
particular value of N?

Even though the rate appears constant over time, the 
value of N is not always the same.



Poisson processes

k  - number of events occuring during dt
P(k)  - probability of k events during dt
dT  - measurement time interval 

Siméon Poisson

variance = mean

"Research on the Probability of 
Judgments in Criminal and Civil 
Matters"



Sampling bin is an important variable

λ =1 event every 1 μs

dT = 100 ns 

Total time = 100 μs 

 

measurement #



Sampling bin is an important variable

λ =1 event every 1 μs

dT = 1000 ns 

Total time = 100 μs 
 

measurement #



Sampling bin is an important variable

 λ =1 event every 1 μs

dt = 10,000 ns 

Total time = 100 μs 

 

measurement #



Modeling our data as multiple 
poisson processes

time

Photon
Count

0

1

Data must be binned

time

Photon
Count

0

1

2

measurement #

dT



We would like information about how long 
the fluorophore stays in the confocal volume

time

Photon
Count

measurement #



We would like information about how long 
the fluorophore stays in the confocal volume

time

Photon
Count

measurement #

Poisson process: 
noise

Poisson processes: 
noise + 

fluorescence



We would like information about how long 
the fluorophore stays in the confocal volume

time

Photon
Count

measurement #

Diffusion

Poisson process: 
frequency of 

events



Our simplistic approach: can our data be 
described by a single Poisson distribution?

time

Photon
Count

measurement #

66 

 

The histogram of the data is represented as diamonds, and the dashed line is the prediction from 

the Poisson distribution.  Note that the y-axis is a log scale.  As expected, the Poisson distribution 

describes the data well only at lower detection counts.  At higher counts, it becomes decreasingly 

likely to see even a single occurrence.  

It is important to ask the question: If all the detection counts in the time trace above were 

described by a Poisson distribution with mean µ, how many counts would we expect to see 

marked with an asterisk due to random fluctuations alone?  The program calculates this value, 

and in the Comments window, it displays both the expected number and the actual number of 

asterisked values.  For the time trace above, the following is displayed in the Comments window: 

Expected #: 8    Actual #: 29 

This means that, if the detection counts were described by a single Poisson distribution with mean 

µ, we would expect 8 detection counts to be marked with an asterisk.  This is because, given 

enough time, you will occasionally expect to see less probable values of the detection count due 

to random variation in the signal.   

However, because there are actually 29 detection events whose probability of occurrence is less 

than the p cutoff, we can be confident that the distribution {ni} is not described by a single 

Poisson distribution with mean µ.  This suggests that we are seeing fluorescence emission during 

the 29 marked detection events. 

 

Identifying data that is single molecule 

Now that you can identify fluorescence emission events in your data, the next step is to convince 

yourself that these events arise from single fluorescent molecules and not multiple fluorophores 

in the confocal volume at the same time. 

To demonstrate that events arise from single fluorophores, we will again take the approach of 

demonstrating that it is exceedingly unlikely that the counter hypothesis (that the events arise 

from multiple fluorophores) is true.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



Our simplistic approach: can our data be 
described by a single Poisson distribution?

time

Photon
Count

measurement #
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background. We chose these weights based on a com- 

puter simulation of the expected signal. Typically, 

the signal increases slowly as the molecule ap- 

proaches the laser beam, followed by an abrupt ces- 

sation when photobleaching occurs. We therefore 

chose w( 7) as an asymmetric triangular ramp: w( 7) 

=(7+1)/k for 7=0 to k-1, and w(z)=0 other- 

wise. The quadratic form of the WQS produces nu- 

merical output that can be readily processed by a 

threshold discriminator or a peak detector to indi- 

cate the presence of a molecule. 

The WQS function is a sensitive indicator of the 

bursts of photons that occur as a molecule passes. In 

fig. 4 we have plotted values of S( t) for water, with 

and without added R6G at a concentration of 100 

fM. At this R6G concentration approximately one 

molecule per second passes through the central de- 

tection volume. (Only about once in 100 s do two or 

more dye molecules pass simultaneously.) 

The signal amplitude from individual molecules 

can be expected to vary widely depending upon the 

path of the molecule through the nonuniform 

(Gaussian) laser beam and because of statistical 

fluctuations in the small number of photons that we 
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Fig. 4. Weighted quadratic sum plots for water, with and without 

the addition of 100 fM R6G. In the upper plot, the peaks due to 

the passage of individual dye molecules are clearly evident. At 

this dye concentration approximately 1 dye molecule per second 

passes through the central detection volume. A threshold dis- 

criminator set at S(t) = 16 identities the passing of the majority 

of the individual dye molecules. 

detect. Many molecules will traverse the fringe of the 

laser beam and will produce only a weak signal. This 

effect can be reduced by injecting the sample solu- 

tion into a rapidly moving surrounding solvent sheath 

(hydrodynamic focusing) so as to confine the dye to 

a stream that is smaller in diameter than the laser 

beam (see ref. [2]). 

The data for R6G in water clearly show the oc- 

currence of strong bursts of photons that are almost 

totally absent when R6G is not added to the solu- 

tion. (Obtaining solvents totally devoid of fluores- 

cent contaminants is non-trivial since the detection 

of potential contamination at the level seen here es- 

sentially requires a single molecule detection capa- 

bility, see e.g. ref. [ 7 1. ) The rate of occurrence of the 

more intense photon bursts is consistent with the 

number of molecules per second that pass through 

the central detection volume. A “molecule detec- 

tion” threshold discriminator that monitors the 

WQS-processed data stream readily records the ma- 

jority of the dye molecules that pass through the cen- 

tral detection volume with only a small chance of false 

triggers caused by background. 

Because the distribution law for the number of 

photons emitted by a dye molecule before photo- 

bleaching is a decreasing exponential, some fraction 

of molecules will bleach after only a few excitations; 

these molecules may escape detection. Decreasing the 

discrimination threshold improves the chances of 

detecting dim molecules at the price of a higher false 

rate from statistical fluctuations of the background. 

At a detection efficiency of 70% (of molecules pass- 

ing through the central detection volume) our false 

background rate is less than 0.0 1 per second, and in- 

creases to 0.02 per second when the threshold is low- 

ered to increase the detection efficiency to 85%. If 

we use a simple sliding-sum filter in place the WQS 

the error rate is approximately five times higher. 

For comparison with the water data, the lower part 

of fig. 5 shows S(t) for a data stream taken with 100 

fM R6G in ethanol. Clearly, ethanol produces a much 

stronger signal than water. Under the conditions of 

our experiment, we typically detect bursts of lo- 15 

photons from R6G in water, whereas from R6G in 

ethanol we observe bursts totalling 80-l 20 photons 

per passing molecule. The more intense bursts seen 

from R6G in ethanol can be attributed to higher 

quantum yield and much greater photostability [ 51 
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E. B. Shera, N. K. Seizinger, L. M. Davis, R. A. Keller and 
S. A. Soper, Chem. Phys. Lett. 174, 553 (1990).



What are we missing?

time

Photon
Count

measurement #



What are we missing?

time

Photon
Count

measurement #

Poisson processes: 
noise + 

fluorescence


